Citing References in Text

- Citing the entire work: other research (Simpson, 2007)
- Direct quotations and citing a specific page: She stated, “The ‘placebo effect’ disappeared when behaviors were studied in this manner” (Miele, 1993, p. 276), but she did not clarify which behaviors were studied.
- Author’s name included in text of sentence where citation occurs: In a recent study of reaction times, Walker (2000) described the method.
- Two authors: while participants performed tasks (Doktor & Bloom, 1977)
- Three to five authors, first citation: further investigation (Hughes, Brestan, & Valle, 2004)
- Three to five authors, subsequent citations; Six or more authors, all citations: This procedure has been used to classify analytic persons in past research (Hymes, et al., 1977)

Reference List - Examples

- References should be collected in an alphabetical list at the end of the paper.
- Only include items cited in the paper, and include all items cited in the paper.
- Use hanging indent for each entry: 1st line even with margin, subsequent lines indented.
- Double-space all entries and between entries.

Journal Articles

Print journal:

Online journal article, with DOI:

Online journal article, no DOI:
Try to find the journal’s homepage (use Google) and use that URL after “Retrieved from.” If you can’t, use the URL for the homepage of the database from which you retrieved the article (JSTOR, PsycINFO, etc.)

Journal article with more than seven authors:

Continued on other side of page →
Books

Print book:

Online book from a library database (NetLibrary):

Online book from a free source (Project Gutenberg, Google Books, etc)

Book with an editor (Ed.) or editors (Eds.):

Numbered edition (other than 1st):

Article or chapter from an anthology:

Encyclopedia Articles

Print

Online
Try to find the homepage for the publisher and use that URL after “Retrieved from.”

Document from a free website
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